Abstract. We show how to use a balanced wavelet tree as a data structure that stores a list of numbers and supports efficient range selection queries. A range selection query takes a rank and the endpoints of a sublist and returns the number with that rank in that sublist. For example, if the rank is half the sublist's length, then the query returns the sublist's median.
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A wavelet tree T for a sequence s of length n is an ordered, strictly binary tree whose leaves are labelled with the distinct elements in s and whose internal nodes store binary strings. The binary string at the root contains n bits and each is set to 0 or 1 depending on whether the corresponding character of s is the label of a leaf in T 's left or right subtree. For each internal node v of T , the subtree T v rooted at v is itself a wavelet tree for the subsequence of s consisting of the occurrences of its leaves' labels. For example, if s = a, b, r, a, c, a, d, a, b, r, a and the leaves in T 's left subtree are labelled a, b and c, then the root stores 11011101101, the left subtree is a wavelet tree for abacaaba and the right subtree is a wavelet tree for rdr.
Grossi, Gupta and Vitter [6] introduced wavelet trees for use in data compression and Ferragina, Giancarlo and Manzini [4] showed they have myriad virtues in this respect. In particular, if s is a string over a small alphabet, then storing the T 's shape and the order of its leaves' labels takes relatively few bits; if s has low empirical entropy, then the internal nodes' binary strings can be compressed well with, e.g., run-length encoding or gap encoding. We leave issues of compressibility as future work, however, because storing T 's shape takes O(n) words in any case and, if T is balanced, so does storing the binary strings. To see why our latter claim is true, consider that the binary strings' total length is the sum over the distinct elements of their frequencies times their depths, which is O(n log n) bits and O(n) words. We henceforth assume that wavelet trees are balanced and their leaves' labels are in increasing order from left to right.
Suppose s is the list of numbers we want to store. We build and store the wavelet tree T for s and, at each internal node v, we store a small data structure that lets us perform O(1)-time rank queries on v's binary string. A rank query on a binary string takes a position and returns the number of 1s in the prefix that ends at that position. Jacobson [8] showed we can support O(1)-time rank queries on a binary string with a data structure that uses a sublinear number of extra bits, beyond those needed to store the string itself, and it follows that we can store all our data structures in O(n) words. We leave as future work exploring how we can use dynamic versions of these data structures. We note as an aside that, while investigating data structures that support rank and select queries, Mäkinen and Navarro [10] pointed out a connection between wavelet trees and a data structure due to Chazelle [3] for two-dimensional range searching on sets of points.
Given k, and r and asked to find the kth smallest number in s[ ..r], we start at the root of T and consider its binary string b. We use the two rank queries rank b ( − 1) and rank b (r) to find the numbers of 0s and 1s in b[1.. .r], and recurse on the right subtree. When we reach a leaf, we return its label. Since T is balanced and we spend constant time at each node as we descend, our search takes O(log n) time. We have included an example as an appendix.
A Example
Suppose we have built the wavelet tree T shown in Figure 1 for the list s = 6, 2, 0, 7, 9, 3, 1, 8, 5, 4, and we now want to find the 5th smallest element in s [3..9] . We note that the internal nodes of T do not store the decimal numbers they contain in the figure; we include those numbers only to make this example easier to follow. We start at the root v 1 of T with k = 5, = 3 and r = 9, and consider the binary string b 1 = 1001100110 stored there. We use the two rank queries rank b 1 (2), which returns 1, and rank b 1 (9), which returns 5, to find the numbers of 0s and 1s in b 1 [1..2] and b[3..9]: 1 and 1 and 3 and 4, respectively. Since there are fewer than k copies of 0 in b 1 [3..9], we subtract 3 from k, making it 2. We do this because, as there are 3 numbers in s[3..9] less than or equal to 4 (the largest label in v 1 's left subtree), the 5th smallest number in that range is the 2nd smallest greater than or equal to 5 (the smallest label in v 1 's right subtree). We then set to 2 (one more than the number of 1s in b 1 [1..2] ) and r to 5 (the number of 1s in b 1 [1..9]), and recurse on v 1 's right subtree. We do this because the first and last numbers in s[3..9] greater than or equal to 5 are the 2nd and 5th numbers in s greater than or equal to 5.
The right child v 2 of v 1 stores the binary sequence b 2 = 00110 and is itself the root of a wavelet tree for the subsequence 6, 7, 9, 8, 5. Because we reach v 2 with k = 2, = 2 and r = 5, we are essentially trying to select the 2nd smallest number between the 2nd and 5th positions of this subsequence, inclusive. We use the two rank queries rank b 2 (1), which returns 0, and rank b 2 (r), which returns 2, to find the numbers of 0s and 1s in b 2 [1] and b 2 [1..5]: 1 and 0 and 3 and 2, respectively. This time, since there are at least k copies of 0 in b 2 [2..5], we leave k alone; the 2nd smallest number in 7, 9, 8, 5 is also the 2nd smallest less than or equal to 7 (the largest label in v 2 's left subtree). We then set to 2 (one more than the number of 0s in b 2 [1] ) and r to 3 (the number of 0s in b 2 [1..5]), and recurse on v 2 's left subtree. We do this because the first and last numbers in 7, 9, 8, 5 less than or equal to 7 are the 2nd and 3rd in 6, 7, 9, 8, 5 less than or equal to 7.
We will not belabour our point by explaining the rest of the recursion in detail; it should suffice to say that at the left child v 3 of v 2 , we set all of k, and r to 1, and recurse on v 3 's right child, which is the leaf labelled 7. Upon reaching that leaf, we return 7.
